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engine pulls adequately, and the continuously variable transmission provides unobtrusive
progress, but the engine is raucous. At 34 mpg overall, fuel economy is excellent. Handling is
responsive, and the Forte is willing to tackle corners. But the suspension transmits every bump
to the passengers. The interior is drab and spartan, and the seats in the midtrim LXS are
uncomfortable. But the automatic climate control is an unexpected feature, and the infotainment
system is simple and easy to use. A sportier GT model with a turbocharged engine is also
available. Road Test. Predicted Reliability. Predicted Owner Satisfaction. The Kia Forte brings
simple controls and impressive fuel economy, it suffers from an overly stiff ride; passengers
feel every bump. And, the car is very loud to boot. The engine pulls adequately and the
continuously variable transmission provides unobtrusive progress, but the engine is raucous.
Handling is responsive, thanks to the Forte's willingness to tackle corners. The drab interior is
Spartan but it's nice to have automatic climate control. The seats are rather uncomfortable in
the midtrim LXS. The infotainment system is simple and easy to use and is compatible with
Apple CarPlay. It is commendable that forward collision warning, automatic emergency braking,
lane departure warning, and lane keeping assist are standard. Considerably more refined than
previous Kia compact sedans, this iteration of the Forte feels mature and solid, thanks to a quiet
cabin and one of the most comfortable rides in its class. The spacious and nicely finished
interior also wins praise, while braking performance is excellent too. Overall, the Forte is now
one of the top-rated cars in the category. The best value is an LX model with the Popular
package, which adds upgraded interior trim, inch alloy wheels, remote keyless entry, and cruise
control. Fuel economy improvements were instituted for models, while changes for included an
optional rearview camera for the LX trim line, along with standard keyless entry and heated
mirrors. The compact Forte replaced the mediocre Spectra for It's quicker, with a hp 2. The
Forte also offers a host of impressive features such as Bluetooth and standard electronic
stability control. Its IIHS crash-test performance was good too. The car was available as a coupe
or a hatchback, and offered an optional 2. While a big improvement, it still ranks below the class
leaders. Downsides include a stiff ride, noisy engine and a mediocre driving position. Show
Older Kias. These exceptional models meet our very highest standards for performance, safety,
reliability, and more. Check out the huge discounts on reliable models that earn CR's
recommendation. Consumer Reports has combed through national deals to find big discounts
on good, safe, and reliable models. Latest Kia Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The all-new Kia
vehicle is ready to step into the spotlight. Explore our new lineup of cold-conquering AWD
vehicles. With the all-new Sorento, each road is a new story waiting to be written by you. The
all-new K5 was made to redefine what a sedan can be, and the K5 GT is living up to the promise

by outperforming the BMW i in independent testing. The highly awarded Telluride now comes
finished in a sleek all-black Nightfall edition. Kia Seltos brings bold capability and peak style to
challenge what you expect from a compact SUV. MSRP excludes destination and handling
charges, taxes, title, license fees, options, and dealer charges. Vehicles shown with optional
equipment. Actual price set by dealer and may vary. See dealer for details. Some features only
available as part of packages. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to
vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features,
accessories, packages, and models. Not responsible for typographical or computer errors. See
Features, Specifications and Options pages for details. Make the most of any drive with an
available turbocharged engine and available AWD. Upping the ante on all out performance. The
applicable destination and handling charge per model are provided in the "Build and Price"
section. Available AWD offers more traction, more control, and more fun. Wherever the road
takes you, Sportage offers the confidence of All-Wheel Driveâ€”optional on all trims. Grip the
road and feel the thrill in every turn, with available All-Wheel Drive on Stinger. Available
third-row seating with 7 or 8 seat configurations 2 and flexible cargo options let you pack in
more adventure. Every detail of the Kia Stinger was built to thrill. Choose from two
turbocharged engine options. Receive Updates. View Offers. Explore Sorento. Explore K5. Meet
Telluride. Meet Seltos. Power Initial Quality Award J. Power Initial Quality Award. Learn More.
Meet the family. All-Wheel Drive. Explore Models. Third-Row Seating. Third-row seating
available in select Kia models gives you room to bring the whole crew. GT-Line trim levels amp
up your drive, with sporty details and available higher-output engines. Step up to the K5
GT-Line for sport-inspired style upgrades and a standard turbocharged engine. MSRP excludes
destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options and dealer charges. Actual prices
set by dealer and may vary. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to
vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features,
accessories, packages and models. Not responsible for typographical and computer errors.
Other options available for other trim levels. Some color, package, and option selections may
include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and
interior images and specifications contained on this website are based on latest product
information available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See
retailer for details. With powerful engine options, technology innovations, exceptional fuel
economy, and sleek styling, Forte breaks the rules so you can rule the road. The new Forte
GT-Line adds a host of advanced technology and convenience features, wrapped in a
head-turning package of style upgradesâ€”all available for a modest fee. Large Front Brakes 2.
High Flow Active Exhaust 3. Or opt for three-pedal driving with the available 6-Speed Manual
Transmission. The heart of the Forte GT is a horsepower turbocharged engine, which provides
lb. The Forte GT announces its arrival with inch, two-tone machine finish alloy wheels. Take a
quick spin. Available LED taillights feature a unique light composition that delivers a striking
impression to all who follow. The spacious cabin has an intuitive layout, with everything where
you need it. Available heated and ventilated front seats offer variable heat settings and or fan
speeds to help enhance comfort for both the driver and front passenger. Available split-folding
rear seat helps you pack in longer cargo items, and still leave room for up to two rear-seat
passengers. Available Dual Zone Automatic Temperature Control means both front seat
positions can choose independent settings for precise personal comfort. Just place your
compatible smartphone on the available center-console wireless charging pad and power up
your connectivity. No more waving your hands and feet. Tap into connected car features with
available UVO link, which syncs your compatible smartphone with your Forte. Start your Forte
and bring the cabin to the perfect temperature before you ever walk out the door. Use real-time
and historical traffic data to determine the most efficient route from your current location to
your requested destination. Designed to help mitigate or even help avoid an accident, the
standard FCA system can help apply the brakes in certain situations to help prevent some
imminent frontal collisions. The available SCC system uses radar sensors to detect vehicles in
front of you under certain conditions, and then can help slow down or accelerate to maintain a
predetermined distance between your vehicle and vehicle ahead. Standard on all Forte trims, an
LKA system can apply a slight steering correction in certain circumstances to help bring the
vehicle back into the lane. Lane Departure Warning LDW can also help alert drivers who may be
drifting outside of their indicated lane markings. Just one of several safety features that made
the Forte an IIHS Top Safety Pick, the six-airbag system deploys intelligently based on sensors
that monitor impact severity. These two standard systems can help reduce wheel spin,
increasing control in a variety of situations. ABS can help reduce skidding in certain
circumstances, while BAS can increase braking pressure when it senses emergency braking
situations. Your actual monthly payment may be higher than estimated here. Global Labels.

Your rules. Not all optional features available on all trims. Some features may vary. Always drive
safely and use caution. Normal cellular service rates will apply. Data plan rates apply. Standard
Auto Emergency Braking Technology. GT trim with a hp turbocharged engine. Build Yours.
Forte GT built to thrill. Exterior Accents. Performance Transmissions. Interior Details. FORTE
Quality that can go the distance. Learn More. View All Reviews Here. Stinger-Inspired Style.
Front LED Lighting. Rear LED Lighting. Cabin Size. Heated and Ventilated Seats. Dual Zone
Automatic Temperature Control. Touch or Talk Navigation. Maps, Apps, and Music. Untangle
Your Console. No Hands Required. Advanced Airbags. Reinforced Body. Hill Start Assist
Control. Trims Meet the family. Tools Choose your rule breaker. Not all incentive programs are
compatible with each other. No offers available at this time. Please contact a dealer Find a
Dealer. Estimated Payments. Some color packages and option selections may include, exclude,
or require the purchase of additional options and packages. Next Steps Request a quote now.
Connect wth dealers for pricing, offers and more. Get Started. Stackla UGC Look sharp. Show
off yor sleek side. Find us at KiaForte. Build Yours Test Drive. The chart below shows the
expected depreciation for the next 10 years. These results are for vehicles in good condition,
averaging 13, miles per year. Enter your purchase price, expected ownership period and
estimated miles driven annually. Our depreciation calculator will predict an expected resale
value for the KIA Forte. Try other age and ownership length combinations, or different vehicles
to see if you can find depreciation sweetspots where this cost is the lowest. Hint: Try vehicles
between 2 and 4 years old, as brand new vehicles depreciate quickly. Also, if this is a recently
released model and buying a few years old isn't possible, consider another vehicle , or perhaps
wait until more used Forte models become available. The and model years are also attractive
years for the Forte, and provide a relatively good value. Our rankings consider multiple factors,
including the Forte's price as new, current price, maintenance costs and remaining years of
overall predictabe expenses. Our top ranked model year represents the most car for the money
of the KIA Forte models. Finding a car or truck that saves on depreciation costs is important.
But, it's also imperative to view all major KIA Forte costs. This will ensure that you are finding
the vehicle that provides you the best value, at the lowest cost. We've created tools that will
also help you to save on the following ownership expenses:. Make Model Select Make First.
Comparisons Depreciation. Shop New Cars Used Cars. Calculate Depreciation. Export to CSV.
All Popular Brands. Is an Extended Warranty Worth It? Tesla Model 3: Overview and Costs.
What is the Lemon Law? Want updates on the latest car shopping tools and analytics? Forums
New posts Search forums. KDM Warehouse. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in.
Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter Sal Collaziano Start
date Nov 29, Status Not open for further replies. Sal Collaziano Heavy lies the crown Staff
member. Race-inspired visual upgrades and added premium amenities are just some of the
elements that come as part of the GT sport trims, though an available turbocharged engine and
sportier suspension setup take the Forte's performance and fun-to-drive athleticism to the next
level. The Forte is already one of our top sellers, and we believe adding more diversity to the
model line will appeal to a broader range of consumers. Characterized by cosmetic upgrades
only, the "GT Line" trim spices up the Forte's presentation with a racier looking gloss black
grille offset by red accents. The gloss black treatment is also applied to heated outside mirrors
with LED turn signals, sport side sills, and on the rear spoiler perched atop the decklid. To
match the exterior, the interior of the Forte "GT Line" is upgraded with alloy sport pedals and a
flat bottom steering wheel with white contrast stitching. Exclusive black sport cloth seats
continue the theme with the same color stitching, while front seats gain performance side
bolsters to keep occupants firmly ensconced through the corners. Moving up the ladder, the GT
trim is outfitted more aggressively with sport tuned dual exhaust and inch alloy wheels that pop
thanks to a GT-exclusive two-tone finish. Output is an estimated HP and lb-ft. A fully
independent front and rear suspension, paired with larger front disc brakes and sway bars,
deliver better handling and cornering, improved ride quality, and enhanced stability and
steering. The GT-Line is looking good! But I'd like to see a little more power in the drivetrain.
Hopefully there will be a tune for it soon I really love this car. I purchased it to replace my v6
mustang as a daily driver. It performs adequately for what it is. I would classify myself as a more
aggressive driver and I have no issues getting on the freeway. The transmission is far better
than I expected. Very rarely do i even realize it is a CVT. Snow performance is sub par if you live
in a wintery area a different set of tires is advised. I drove my mustang regularly in 10 inches of
snow on blizzacks and it performed better Pay for the heated mirrors they're worth it. The ride is
stiff but it's not uncomfortable. Entertainment system is superb as well as the climate control.

The automatic wipers arent fantastic. Interior quality is great I dont have any rattles and my
state has some of the worst roads in the country. Great roadtrip car, the trunk is massive and
I've had four 6 ft adults in the car for long periods of time with no complaints. I wish the trunk
lining was a material with more grip as things slide around the trunk like crazy. Plenty of
storage space though. I had one issue where a lightbulb burned out and Kia went above and
beyond to resolve the issue. They even sent me a gift card in the mail for the inconvenience.
Great car for the money would highly recommend. Great looking very comfortable car. Lots of
fun to drive although not a great pickup. Ride and handling are very good and steering is first
rate. Feels more like a mid size than a compact car. Lot of room inside both front and rear,
controls are easy and very thought out. The only set back is that Kia removed the auto folding
side view mirrors that were standard on all Kia cars. Overall very good value compared to other
competitive cars. You don't have money to throw away but yet you want a high technology car
with a great warranty. Probably the first two cars that come to mine are from the Honda and
Toyota line. However there's a new horse in town with the Kia Forte This is not the same car
that you drove in the rental Fleet just last year. Kia up the game on this model put in lots of
Technology like the Android nice 6 inch screen and the lane assist and frontal crash warning
system all standard on all models. Then it threw in dual climate control and various other safety
features like sound dampening windows to make this car ready to rumble. And also has a nice
shift select thing near the transmission where you can choose what type of driving you want to
do. So all these features are on all the models of Forte's. These various options are usually
found on the Lexus and Infiniti models that people pay in the high 30s and 40, So you've got the
technology you've got the safety and not so bad engine if there is any drowning point for this
Forte it is the engine the 2. However they also added a chain drive CVT to the middle of the road
model Forte which is called lxs which is the model I drive. And that is helping this car average
40 miles to the gallon. I have been around the Hyundai and Kia family since I have driven the old
Forte and drive currently the Hyundai Elantra as a standard daily driver. Kia decided to up the
game on this standard sedan to make it a truly awesome all the way around buy for the money.
When you start seeing 40 miles to the gallon on the interstate the shortcomings are not as few.
The drive is a little stiffer on the steering but it still holds curves about as well as anybody out
there. And if you dial up the sport mode it makes the curves and the car sporty enough to
satisfy a guy like me that can take some curves a little fast. Also for the entertaining of
individuals that has Apple carplay an Android with a nice little 9 inch screen, and dual climate
control which is standard in all models. Okay the big bottom line on this car is it can be had for
the price of a used car. I was getting ready to buy a used Altima and then I saw this price point
in the same category. I walked out of the dealership under 18, for a brand new car that has the
same technology as a Lexus or a Infiniti. So my payments less then a used car and I don't have
to suffer less safety features. So if you have half a brain you will test drive this new model and
you will probably drive out with one. This car has been awesome as a daily driver and even has
good road manners. You don't have to pay to have a awesome car. Save your money and go get
this Kia Forte lxs and you won't be disappointed. Like I said in my title revamped , re-engineered
and ready to rumble! Kia can be mentioned with Honda and Toyota now as a go-to option. I went
to a dealership to get a look at a Nissan Sentra and ended up leaving in a Forte LXS and
couldn't be happier so far. I've heard and read very good things about Kia but only recently
learned they're the same company as Hyundai which, in terms of reliability, attracted me even
more. I watched videos on car reviews talking about CVT transmissions and how people don't
seem that crazy about them. I'll say this much about it: the Forte is not an "off the line" car by
any means but the shifting is SO smooth and the transition from 2nd to 3rd and beyond is
where the car seems to wake up; especially in 'sport mode'. You get what you pay for in the
sense that this is a car that offers quite a lot but is intended to be affordable and competes in
the compact segment so don't expect mid-size or full-size comfort; it has a very rough ride but
Orlando has some pretty rough roads so I guess it is what it is. If it lives up to its reputation I
can see myself trading up to an Optima; time will tell. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Forte. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Safety Technology Performance
Interior Comfort. Revamped, re-engineer and ready to rumble! Items per page:. Write a review
See all Fortes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Forte. Sign Up. The small sedan market
isn't as popular as it once was. But this thinning of the herd, so to speak, has actually made it a
little easier to choose. And one of our favorites is the Kia Forte. Even among this all-star group,
the Forte stands out. We like its handsome styling, easy-to-use tech and excellent fuel
economy. It's also a good value, offering plenty of features for your money, plus Kia's great
warranty. We do wish the Forte had a bit more rear-seat legroom, and its ride can be a little too
stiff at times. Still, there's much to like about the Forte, especially given its price and feature list.

Check out our in-depth Expert Review to help you decide if the Forte is right for you. Feature
highlights include: FE This base-level trim comes standard with:. It also has:. Much nicer
interior than competition as well as stying cues on exterior. German feel and very good quality
for the price point. First of all Kia really impressed me with the quality, technology and safety it
offers. Not to mention the best warranty in the business 10 year, k miles for powertrain shows
they really back their quality and reliability. The forte is also roomier than I imagined which was
another pleasant surprise. Overall all smiles from the Forte! Highly recommend! After having my
vehicle that I drive for work being totaled by some idiot I needed a vehicle. With the pretty hefty
price increases of used vehicles I thought it might be better for something new. Did a lot of
online searches looking for a solid vehicle. The GT with the Turbo 2 package just sounded like it
could work. Test drove it and it was home with me in 3 hours. Technology for the price is crazy.
Ventilated seats at this price is insane. Drives nice but not to be confused with a sports car. It is
sporty though. Plenty of performance for around town or the highway. The Kia is a lot of fun to
drive and you will like it the more you drive it. Write a review. See all 10 reviews. Edmunds
Senior Writer Mark Takahashi took a spin in the all-new Kia Forte, the latest entrant in the
affordable compact sedan class. The Forte faces some tough competitors in the class, but it
rises to meet the challenge with praiseworthy driving dynamics and a value-packed list of
standard features. Mark covers everything that shoppers need to know in his drive between
Pennsylvania to Ohio and back. That's where the compact class of sedans and hatchbacks
come in. Behind me here is the all-new, fully redesigned Kia Forte. And it's a great place to start.
And that's a good thing. It looks sharp, sharper than you'd expect for the compact class of
sedans. The question is, how does it stack up against the rest of the competition? We'll get to
that in a bit. In the meantime, do us a favor and hit Subscribe below. But the Forte exceeds
expectations in a number of ways. I wasn't all that jazzed about horsepower continuously
variable transmission. Those CVTs tend to suck the life out of any car. But the Kia's CVT does a
really good job of being more responsive and quicker to accelerate right off the line. It doesn't
have that sluggishness or rubber band feel that other CVTs have. And when you're going to
pass slower traffic, it does a good job of dropping down into a lower ratio, much like an
automatic transmission would, where it just drops you into a lower gear by about two or three.
So you get that good punch when you need it. And that's pretty unique in the class, or unique
for CVTs in general, actually. The ride quality, it's a little stiff, but not objectionable. In return for
that stiffness, it handles pretty well. Not quite as well as the Mazda 3, but far better than most
drivers will ever need. One thing counting against it is the rear torsion-beam suspension. And
that tends to be a little nervous over mid-corner bumps. That is the case with the Forte, but
again, not to objectionable levels. There is a noticeable amount of wind and road noise, though.
But again, I'm driving with the radio off. Just turn it up a little. It should drown it out just fine. In
the class, the Forte competes against kind of entry-level sedans. Those are kind of my picks in
the class. Not so much the Corolla, but I really like the Mazda 3. And this, well, it seems to offer
quite a bit more than the Mazda, especially when it comes to advanced safety features. This
comes standard with forward collision warning, blind spot monitors, and all the latest modern
cars have. One thing I like about it, though, is I'm not getting a lot of false alarms. And the Lane
Keep Assist on this top trim is actually really good. Comparing prices between the Civic and the
Mazda 3 to the Forte, the Forte has a slight advantage just because it has a lot more features.
For the base-model Forte, prices start right around That's manual transmission, lowest trim
level. Probably not going to be a lot of people taking that. For another 1, or so, you get the CVT.
This is the Launch edition EX. This is the EX with all the options. So all the advanced safety
features, different colored wheels, sunroof, navigation. It goes on and on and on. That's a bit
much for this class. And that makes a lot more sense, because you get a lot for that, as well.
And you have the option to add stuff. But you probably won't need the navigation because it
comes standard with Apple Car Play, as long as you have a cell signal, obviously. And the voice
recognition is still probably the best out there, in any car. Not only does the Forte draw on some
of the Stinger's exterior styling, but also on the interior. It's got the wide dash, just like that, as
well as these racy-looking round vents. Materials quality is really good for the class. Everything
that you touch has nice, good, soft cushioning to it. So your elbows are well-padded. And
elsewhere, when it is plastic, is grained really well. There's really not a whole lot of hard plastic
in here to kind of take you out of the fantasy of driving a nicer car. One thing I really did like as
soon as I sat down, though, was the amount of travel the steering wheel has. Now, that's quite a
bit, so that means that taller drivers aren't going to have to sacrifice their driving position. You
have a ton of features here, as well. The infotainment has a standard eight-inch screen. It's
sharp, it's responsive, it's quick. And you have a good amount of physical buttons here, which
means you won't have to dig through menus just to get some simple operations done. Also
standard is dual-zone automatic climate control. That's unusual for the class as a standard

feature, even on the base model. On this top trim, you also get ventilated and heated seats,
which makes it really comfortable on a hot, muggy day like today. On this top trim, you also get
a wireless charging pad, as well as a USB port right under it, and another one right under your
center armrest. Despite being a compact sedan, the Forte doesn't skimp on rear seat space. I'm
five foot 10, sitting behind the driver's seat, which is set for me. And I have plenty of leg room
and knee room. And my hair's just barely brushing the headliner. That means the average adult
will be just fine back here. Materials quality, as you'd expect, isn't quite as nice. A little more
hard plastic. But if I didn't tap that, I wouldn't have known. I also have a nice center armrest
here. I'd be comfortable back here for a road trip. Not a single complaint. And I also have vents
right here for climate control. So, well done, Kia. Honestly, I would take it over the Civic. The
Mazda, in my view, is still the best driving in the class. But for a lot of people, it's not that
important. What is important is stretching their dollar. And the Forte does that. It delivers a lot.
A lot of advanced safety features, a lot of infotainment, a lot of just quality overall. For more
information on the Forte, as well as its competition, head on over to edmunds. If you want to
see more videos like this, hit Subscribe. The Civic has been a perennial favorite at Edmunds
since the current generation debuted in The interior is comfortable and spacious, and it has a
seemingly endless number of storage bins and pockets. It's more engaging to drive than the
Forte, especially in Si and Type R forms. But you get easier-to-use technology features and a
longer warranty by going with the Forte. The Mazda 3 features one of the nicest interiors in this
class, with a near-luxury car look and feel. And like all Mazdas, it's sharp and engaging to drive
without sacrificing comfort or refinement. Unlike the Forte, the Mazda 3 is also available in
hatchback form. The sedan doesn't offer the Forte's cargo space, and the back seat is tight,
even for a small sedan. The Impreza isn't our top-rated small sedan, but there is plenty to like
about it. It features an impressive suite of standard driver aids, and standard all-wheel drive is a
boon for drivers who need extra traction in wet weather. It's also quiet and comfortable on the
road. But it lacks some of the Forte's personality in terms of design and sporty feel. The Kia
Forte is offered in the following submodels: Forte Sedan. Available styles include LXS 4dr
Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Kia Forte and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Forte 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Forte. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Kia Forte and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Forte
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Kia Forte. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Kia Kia Forte.
Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Plenty of features for the money Strong fuel
economy estimates Generous warranty Easy-to-use tech interface Cons Stiff ride Back seat

lacks the room of some rivals Non-GT trims not much fun to drive on winding roads What's new
Minor equipment changes throughout lineup Summer performance tires now standard on
manual-equipped GT models Part of the third Forte generation introduced for The Forte is a
grown-up small sedan that's a fantastic value for the money, with above-average utility. Other
highlights include a comfortable, quiet interior and an extensive list of available features.
However, it lags well behind top competitors in driving dynamics, ride quality and rear legroom.
In routine driving, the Forte feels adequately punchy. At Edmunds' test track, our test Forte
covered mph in 8. The CVT automatic generally works well but at times feels unpolished. It
delivers power promptly when commanded, but it's too eager to drop revs when you ease off
the throttle slightly. It can make for surging power delivery. We're also not overly impressed
with the Forte's handling. The steering weight is fine but offers little feedback, and the on-center
feel is vague. While the Forte corners relatively flat, it can get unsettled by midcorner bumps.
The Forte is more comfortable than most cars in the class. The seats are nicely contoured for
long-distance comfort, and the headrests are soft and unobtrusive. Road noise is ably quelled,
and only a mild amount of wind and ambient noise seeps through. The dual-zone automatic
climate control works well. We also like that Kia offers ventilated front seats, although the
cooling effect isn't especially powerful. The biggest knock against the Forte here is its stiff
suspension. It's OK on rough paving or shallow imperfections, but it struggles to smooth out
larger bumps. The rear suspension, in particular, is especially troubled by uneven bumps. Kia
has done an excellent job designing the Forte's interior. A mix of textures makes the well-built
interior look grown-up and refined. The controls are logical and easy to find, and the
infotainment is easy to navigate, with physical buttons for important features. The seating
position and steering wheel both offer a wide range of adjustability. The front seat is roomy with
plenty of knee and shoulder room. Taller drivers have sufficient headroom, too. Rear-seat knee
room falls short compared to class leaders and the hard plastic seatbacks don't help , but
headroom is an issue only for passengers over 6 feet tall. Overall, the Forte offers a lot of
well-integrated features. The touchscreen interface is easy to use, and the upgraded audio
system sounds sharp as long as you don't turn it up too loud. Our test car didn't have the
optional navigation system, but standard Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compensate for a lot.
The native voice system recognizes basic controls with little confusion, though you have to
follow a structured set of commands. Every Forte comes with forward collision mitigation, and a
blind-spot monitor is available on midtier trims and above. It's a little disappointing that
adaptive cruise is only available as an option on the highest trim level. It's standard on many
competitors. In testing, all systems worked well and avoided false alerts. For a small sedan, the
Forte offers excellent utility. The trunk has a wide, flat load floor and a generous opening. At
The cabin offers several small-item storage options to help you organize your things. These
include a decently sized center console box, miscellaneous storage trays and accommodating
door pockets. The anchor points for child safety seats are clearly marked, and the anchors sit
close to the surface of the cushions, making them easy to access. The somewhat limited
rear-seat room means bulky rear-facing seats might interfere with front seat movement. We fell
a bit short in our real-world driving tests but saw better returns in the Forte than in most
competitors. The Forte makes an undeniably strong value statement. It has a slightly different
equipment balance than competitors, but you'll pay less for lots of features. The quality of the
interior design also belies the below-average price. Cost-cutting is not all that apparent until
you really start looking. The Forte is a small car that you can show off because it doesn't give
the impression of being an economy bargain pick. The strength of this car is that it's an
affordable vehicle that doesn't make you feel as if you've compromised. But it also doesn't
exhibit the same fun-to-drive dynamics that make the Civic and Mazda 3 so rewarding to pilot.
We suggest going with the midlevel GT-Line model. It combines a good list of standard and
optional features with sporty styling, giving it a look that will stand out in the crowd. Feature
highlights include:. FE This base-level trim comes standard with: 2. It also has: Simulated
leather upholstery Heated and ventilated front seats Dual-zone automatic climate control
Integrated navigation system Wireless device charging GT This is the sport-oriented Forte.
Compared to the GT-Line, it has: Turbocharged 1. Read more. Find savings on the Forte for sale
near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Forte lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Forte.
Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Very well executed. Check your price quote.
Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Blind-Spot
Collision Warning Alerts the driver to the presence of other vehicles in the car's blind spots.
Side Impact Test Good. Kia Forte vs. Honda Civic The Civic has been a perennial favorite at
Edmunds since the current generation debuted in People who viewed this also viewed 4. The
Edmunds experts tested the Forte both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably
care about Kia Forte fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Forte gets an

EPA-estimated 28 mpg to 35 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Forte has And
then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Kia Forte is reliable,
read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's
like to live with the Forte. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and
be sure to compare the Forte's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a
lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Kia Forte is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing
team reviewed the Forte and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and
feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Forte is a good car for you.
Other versions include: LXS 4dr Sedan 2. If you're interested in the Kia Forte, the next question
is, which Forte model is right for you? Forte variants include LXS 4dr Sedan 2. What do people
think of the Kia Forte? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust
series of ratings and reviews for the Kia Forte and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Kia Forte? Which Kia Fortes are available in my area?
Can't find a new Kia Fortes you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust
Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Kia Forte? Check out Kia lease specials. Sign Up. Get price.
Our verdict. How does the Forte drive? How comfortable is the Forte? How economical is the
Forte? Is the Forte a good value? It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! I've had my Kia Forte for a little 4 years now and although I wouldn't
complain about the car itself, I've had horrible experiences at the dealership. It makes me dislike
my car It freaked me out the first several times because it was a new car. Went to the dealership
to get it checked, no issues. But it still does it The car has also a few recalls, so I've had to take
it back to the dealership three times. This is my first car, so I don't know if that's common or
not. It's annoying because I hate going to the dealership. Overall feel of the car is ok, but I don't
really love it or hate it. But props to KIA for making a lot of positive changes to their vehicles
and brand image. Will I buy another KIA? Probably now. With gas prices going up all the time, I
need to get a hybrid! I'm seriously considering trading in my Kia Forte for a Toyota Prius.
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December in Kia. Let's talk about the
new Forte! Tagged: Kia Kia Forte Sedans. December PROs 1 Peppy 2. At night, they're so bright
they fools you into thinking that your headlamps are on when they're not, especially so on a
rainy night or on a well-lit boulevard. I can only be grateful Kia didn't incorporate the Soul's
disco speakers. If you opt for an EX with the automatic, and aren't planning to add the Premium
Package sunroof, 16" alloy wheels , I highly recommend the Economy Package. Among other
modifications, you get a 5-speed AT: at 75 mph in top gear, the engine's barely turning rpm,
unlike the 5MT or the 4AT around 3, rpm , resulting in less wear and tear on the engine, better
fuel economy, better engine response, and a quieter ride. EX vs. SX If you happen to reside, as I
do, in one of the states complying with California emission requirements, when you compare
weight to horsepower ratios, the EX is not at that much of a performance disadvantage against
the SX. I'm wondering how well the bluetooth works with cell calls. Is the sound from the
speakers good and does the person on the recieving end hear your calls well? I've only had
three calls thus far, and each time I've asked the caller about the quality of the sound. They've
all said that, on the initial connect, it was hard to hear me, but otherwise, it sounded normal, like
any other cell phone call, and they're impressed when I tell them I'm on a speaker-phone in the
car. The sound quality over the car's speakers is excellent. My cell phone does not support
downloading its phone book to the car's Bluetooth device, which is disappointing. If you have a
phone that does, you can use voice commands to place calls by name. I can still place calls by
reciting the number, but with computerization, who remembers anyone's phone number these
days? I think there's a way to add contacts directly into the car's Bluetooth, but I haven't had the
time to investigate it yet. Could one of you new Forte owners please look in the owners manual
for the trailer towing capacity for the Forte. I tow a small camping trailer with my Hyundai
Elantra with no problems. Thank you. I finally got around to manually adding names and
numbers into the car's Bluetooth Phonebook. It's slightly tedious, but well worth it. I only added
10 numbers that I call fairly often, like voicemail, home, my wife's cell and work, etc. It works
like a charm. If you speak quickly enough without pauses , you can avoid all the intermediate
system prompts. Thanks jimpimms. I might ask Kia if the warranty is void if you tow. It is
strange that similar cars in Europe are rated for towing to pounds trailers. February I really like
the Koup, corners well and ride is not too harsh I have a bad back, but no complaints with the
Koup. Head room is tight for my 6'3", but OK. Stereo is very good for stock Reviewers mention
killing the motor starting out in first. I believe this is because of a dead spot when pushing the
accelerator. You let out the clutch expecting rpm to increase, but with the dead spot, it does not

Its hard to get used to and I hope to get it adjusted. I've had a few problems, but the dealership
is really trying to get everything right. If you have questions March I have a friend who had a
Dodge Colt that had that dead spot glitch and I never learned how to get around it. It was never
corrected!! Hope they can get it cleared out for you. March edited March Some time ago, I had
purchased an 8-GB SanDisk micro-cruzer flash drive, to use for computer data portability, but
had never gotten around to using it for that purpose, so I loaded some MP3s I'd downloaded
from the web, to see if the Forte's head unit would be able to play its contents. Sure enough, as
soon as I plugged the flash drive into the USB port, the radio switched to USB input, and started
playing the first song in the first folder, while displaying the band and song title. April I picked
up the car yesterday from the dealer who had to find one about miles away. It was not the
greatest feeling to see the mileage on the new car with over miles, but I wanted SX manual
without any other option I drove various manuals for over 25 years, but this is the first car that I
stalled 4 times already getting off in the 1st gear. The clutch is so light and as other poster here
mentioned, and the accelerator response doesn't seem to be linear. When you give a little bit of
gas, the engine doesn't respond until past certain point and then you get slammed with abrupt
power. Until I get the hang of it, I am releasing the clutch.. It's not a sports car.. Plenty of
acceleration is ready to be felt with a slight pressure on the gas. There is a slight body roll
compared to Mazda 3 that I also tested , but it's not like Toyota Collora or Hyundai Elantra which
I also test drove which bounce and rolls a lot. It's easy to forget that you are REALLY
accelerating hard when you shift up based on engine noise only - without looking at the
tachometer. Gear throw is longer than Mazda 3 and some what rubbery compared to Mazda 3
manual. However, it's very easy to shift, even with two fingers. The gear box feel is on par with
Hyundai Elantra blue Ride quality. It's a bit firmer than Honda Civic which I test drove too , and
almost feels like driving a Honda Accord, but harsher than Toyota Camry definitely and a bit
bouncier than Hyundai Sonata. No where near Suzuki Kizashi's firm yet gentle ride quality. Make
sure the tire pressure is near 32 psi. Some cars come off the lot with like 45 psi and you can
FEEL every crack in the road with this much pressure. MPG - did not use up the first tank yet,
but the trip computer says avg MPG is about 27 mpg for mostly suburb driving where the max
speed is about mph with a lot of stop signs. The audio and bluetooth control on the steering
wheel is very convenient. I had 3 calls so far via the car's bluetooth and one caller told me there
was too much static. IPod Cable. The manual says to use Kia's official Ipod cable which is
exactly the same one as the Hyundai Ipod cable , and not use the default Ipod cable as this may
break the audio system. The audio is okay. I really did not truly notice before, but the height of
the hood and the trunk is a lot higher than other compacts. While backing out of the garage, I
could not see the drive way clearly Will keep you guys updated. Had my Koup for about 4
months now and I must say it is a pretty good car for the money. However, I do have a few
complaints about some of the engineering decisions made by Kia. First of all the "alloy" wheels
on the Koup SX are half alloy and half plastic. The silver parts of the wheel are plastic inserts. I
would hate to see what happens to them if I nick a curb. Secondly, the car does not have any
real carpet in it. The "carpet" is more like a piece of cardboard with some kind of fuzzy material
on it , no padding at all. The carpeted floor mats are not much better and are very thin. The
bluetooth is a nice feature, however, my wife says that she cannot hear me because I talk too
loud. You must talk in a very quiet voice which is unnatural in a car. Also the audio system tells
you that it is updating the phone book everytime you start the car. I don't use the bluetooth
feature anymore. After cross shopping the Mazda 3, Honda Civic, and others I think this is the
best all around car. The standard bluetooth and Sirius radio along with more interior room and
power than the others sealed the deal for me. Oh and getting all that for much less money
surely didnt hurt. I didnt like the rims on the SX coupe but the 17 inch rims on the SX sedan are
very nice, no plastic. The carpets are a bit thin I will admit that, but not bad overall. I am coming
out of a midsize Mercury Milan and this car has nearly the room and is just as quite. The
bluetooth was a strong selling point to me. I read about the problems some had with being able
to be heard but Ive made several calls and Ive had no problems. With one call I did have to turn
it up a notch or two to hear them, but still well within what I would consider normal volumn. The
bigger engine in the SX is a blast to drive and as a matter of fact made me sacrafice a bit of MPG
to go with the 2. The one complaint I do have is it seems the lower dash plastic is alittle soft and
seems to scratch easily. May Has anyone added this accessory to a Canadian Forte and was it a
"plug-n-play". Canadian Dealer did not know if car pre-wired for plug-n-play or not. Just bought
a Forte so a couple of questions Dealer could not answer - Does Bluetooth only link with Cell
"phone" feature. I have a Blackberry with Garmin Nav application. Would be nice if Bluetooth
would play turn-by-turn over radio as well. May edited May That phone sounds just awesome.
BlackBerry's are da best! Can't wait ta get that pup. I love the music buttons on the top of the
phone, too. Here she is. The Smokey Violet color is the bee's knees, man. Not sure what you

mean about Bluetooth playing turn-by-turn over radio. The Bluetooth does not play the
directions from my TomTom Go over the radio. I looked into it, and found that there is a
different protocol for that type of thing as compared to the 2-way cell phone. Whether that holds
true for the Garmin I don't know, since it might use the cell phone protocol. Works same as
stand-alone Garmin Nuvi, speaks turns and street names through BB speaker. If Forte Bluetooth
links with full audio then should work. Just drove a new Forte last week. EX with automatic. I'd
have to pass this one up. The car was quiet and fairly quick, but the suspension is designed for
sportier handling so the ride quality was not as I'd hoped. Compared to the Spectra, which it
replaced, it's an entirely different vehicle. The Spectra was far smoother riding. Judging from
the rough ride I had, maybe the tires were overinflated as even small irregularities in the
pavement made themselves heard and felt. The door panels were another area of
disappointment. On the positive side, the build quality seemed very good and the controls well
placed and smooth in operation. I think Kia should change some things to appeal to a larger
demographic group. June Kia US, just posted some info on their website with regards the
5-door. As usual the Canadian site has nothing, they don't even mention the new Optima or
Sportage. I now have about 4, miles. I love the car now that it responds like a normal stick shift.
It doesn't feel like a compact - using voice controlled bluetooth to make phone calls - decent
stereo - ok seats - responsive cruise control that doesn't slow down when going up hill - back
center console with cupholders. I use it every day to keep the sun out! If I keep it in 6th gear,
you don't get much acceleration at all - need to keep air conditioner fan at "2" instead of "1"
when hot because the roof is not insulated too well causing the car to heat up quick. I don't like
the noise of the fan setting on 2. How is the shifting working out? More than just a few
complained so I'm curious how your experience is. The new Forte sedan is along with the Soul
and the new '11 Optima my favorite new Kia's being produced so I'm curious. June edited June
The issue is not really the shifter or the clutch. The shifter is a bit rubberly, but ok. The clutch is
soft, but you get used it to very quick. The main issue is the dead spot on the accelerator. The
impact of this dead spot is that when you shift and engage gear by releasing the clutch, it's very
hard to find the right pressure to push down on the gas pedal to rev the engine and engage the
gear correctly. First timer to Forte would either stall the engine most common or really chirp the
tires because you over compensate. It took me about couple of weeks to get it right. Even after
that, you really have to watch how you let out the clutch and give gas. With the throttle mod,
where you basically eliminate the dead spot, the gear shift is very smooth like any other
"normal" stick shift. Pardon me if I've missed it when you've talked about this problem before
on this thread, but I'm still just a titch bit curious how it all worked out as far as the fix. And, of
course, one would think that Kia Motors is no longer producing manual-trannied Forte sedans
or Koup's, for that matter straight-from-the-factory anymore with this throttle problem. Kind of a
DUH, but I just want to read of your concurrence on this matter. Thank you and happy Kia
motoring to all of you. BTW, this is done via very minute shift of a plastic cover, either forward
or backward. My guess is that this somehow changes the resistance setting within the
assembly and thus changes the output voltage value associated with when the accelerator is in
"idle" mode. Please read the link above. Sounds like Kia has fixed the problem for all of you all,
then. July August I've driven both a Forte EX with the 4-speed automatic transmission and the
SX model with the 5-speed automatic. Both were great cars and the EX was actually the more
pleasant highway car with a slightly softer ride and less road noise than the SX. The EX's only
real flaw is the 4-speed automatic tranny! It was reluctant to downshift at highway speeds and
when it finally did so, it was much more abrupt than I would have liked. The 5-speed auto in the
SX responded much faster and downshifts were just as smooth as upshifts I would be very
interested to see how the 5-speed automatic and 2. In addition to the 2mpg increase in city and
hwy mileage, acceleration should be a bit better also- going faster and using less fuel sounds
like a win-win setup to me! Hopefully the 5-speed auto would perform as smoothly in this
application as it does in the SX model. I've spoken with sales managers at three different
dealerships and they've never seen one either. Have they actually made any of these or are do
they only exist on paper??? August edited August I have read that when the 5-door Forte
arrives it will have the new 6 spd auto in it. For future Forte SX buyers: Great Car for the money,
but few things to know before you buy I would, however, still buy the same car : - There's a
"deadspot" on the accelerator which you may want to fix. Without it, the manual is so difficult to
drive. There's a bit of dead spot on the center. Dealer says it's normal - i. Car bangs around a lot
You will feel every imperfection on the road. One way to mitigate is to keep the tire pressure at
31 - 32 psi. When passing at highway speed, you will definitely want to down shift to 5th or 4th
gear. It's a bit uncomfortable on long trips - Blue tooth. Often, you have to pair the phone again
as it stops from connecting automatically or stops from automatically downloading the phone
book. You cannot talk with windows open Too much background noise. Check every week and

use touch up paint to cover up noticeable damage BTW, use a thin brush or tooth pick to apply
the paint. Do NOT use the paint "PEN" which leave noticeable and ugly application marks - The
inside of the engine will start to rust - especially the pure iron parts - during humid weather.
Just clip it. I started noticing the noise after about 4, wear on the tires. The fog light helps. BTW,
the factory setting on low beam is too high and you probably will need to re-adjust. Has anyone
else experienced the following "anomolies" that our EX Koup has experienced in the first week
since owning it? Twice, when turning off the car and removing the key from the ignition, the
radio will continue to play for a few seconds, sometimes up to 10 seconds, but then will turn off.
Once, after exiting the car, the rear tail lights were still on. The car was off and the keys were
removed and the car had been locked. Noticed it while inside at a gas station. We have the
auto-headlights enable, but the headlights themselves were turned off. It was only the rear tail
lights that were still lit. Otherwise, love the car!! September Guess what Forte Koup lovers?
Details on the Forte Koup can be found at kiacanada. Drive Change! Have you had any
resolution yet? I have the same car and when it rains which is frequently the driver side seatbelt
gets soaked The dealer has supposedly fixed it twice, but it's back in the shop today. Should be
easy to duplicate in a car wash Or what about a simple hose? It's not that hard to duplicat
s10 tail lights
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e water coming in at an angle. What is that light near speedmeter that turns on and off while I
am driving? I asked the dealer and he said that the car is running in efficient mode.. I test drove
the car at night, and it was a bit annoying to see that turning on and off Does everyone notice
this light? January I've seen the tail light issue on the optima as well. Must be by design. But I'm
not sure what purpose it serves other than drain the battery some. I didn't find anywhere in the
manual on how to manually input and save numbers in the phonebook. I really wanted to do it
by voice, but unsuccesful. How did you get the numbers to save manually? It allows you to print
it. If you have a small but indispensable program called pdf24, you can print it directly to a. If
you have any problems getting a copy, shoot me an email with "Kia Bluetooth Manual" in the
subject line, and I'll send you the. Anyone here have any experience with reselling your kia
forte?? Sign In or Register to comment.

